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Abstract
In this note, we provide a Berry–Esseen bounds for rectangles in high-dimensions when the random
vectors have non-singular covariance matrices. Under this assumption of non-singularity, we prove an
n
´1{2 scaling for the Berry–Esseen bound for sums of mean independent random vectors with a finite
third moment. The proof is essentially the method of compositions proof of multivariate Berry–Esseen
bound from Senatov (2011). Similar to other existing works (Kuchibhotla et al., 2018; Fang and Koike,
2020a), this note considers the applicability and effectiveness of classical CLT proof techniques for the
high-dimensional case.
1 Introduction
The accuracy of the central limit theorem in growing and even in infinite dimensions is a classic topic in
probability theory that has been extensively studied since at least the 1950’s; see Paulauskas and Racˇkauskas
(2012); Sazonov (1981) for a historical account of central limit theorems.
In recent years, there has been a renewed impetus to derive sharp Berry-Esseeen bounds for Gaussian
and bootstrap approximations in Euclidean spaces with explicit dependence on the dimension as tools to
demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of statistical inference for high-dimensional models. In a seminal
contribution, Bentkus (2003) proved a Berry-Esseen error rate of order p7{4n´1{2 over the class of convex
sets for isotropic distributions with bounded third moments (see Raic˘, 2019; Fang and Koike, 2020b, for
improvements). While this result in principle allows for a central limit theorem in growing dimensions,
its applicability to high-dimensional problems is relatively limited. Chernozhukov et al. (2013) obtained
a Berry-Esseeen bound of order plogpnpqq7{8n´1{8 for the smaller class of p-dimensional hyper-rectangles
under appropriate conditions; also see Norvaiˇsa and Paulauskas (1991). This important result implies a
central limit guarantee that holds even when the dimension p is much larger then n and has led to significant
and important application in high-dimensional and non-parametric statistics: see, e.g., Belloni et al. (2018).
Subsequently, several authors generalized the settings of Chernozhukov et al. (2013) and improved on the
original rate both in terms of dependence on the dimension p and of the exponent for the sample size:
see, in particular, Deng and Zhang (2017); Chernozhukov et al. (2017a); Kuchibhotla et al. (2018); Koike
(2019a,b). For some time, it was conjecture that the best dependence on the sample size, demonstrated
by Chernozhukov et al. (2017a), should be of order n´1{6, matching the optimal sample size dependence for
general Banach spaces found by Bentkus (1987).
Recently, Chernozhukov et al. (2019) managed to achieve a better dependence on the sample size of order
n´1{4 for sub-Gaussian vectors while only requiring logpedq “ opn1{5q. Next, Fang and Koike (2020a), Das and Lahiri
(2020), and Lopes (2020) succeeded in going beyond a n´1{4 dependence. The most noticeable difference
of these latest contributions compared to the earlier papers is that the random vectors are assumed to be
non-degenerate, i.e., the minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix is bounded away from zero. In detail,
Fang and Koike (2020a, Corollary 1.3) using the Stein’s method improved the dependence on the sample
size to n´1{3 and the requirement on the dimension to logpedq “ opn1{4q. Fang and Koike (2020a, Corollary
1
1.1) proved an n´1{2 dependence on the sample size and the dimension requirement of logpedq “ opn1{3q,
when the random vectors are log-concave. Das and Lahiri (2020) established a n´1{2 dependence when the
random vectors have independent and sub-Gaussian coordinates (among other assumptions); they also study
the optimal dependence on the dimension. However, the assumptions of log-concavity and independence are
fairly restrictive. To date, the best result is contained in the breakthrough contribution of Lopes (2020), who
exhibited for this problem a nearly n´1{2 rate of convergence only assuming non-degeneracy and independent
and identically distributed sub-Gaussian vectors.
In this paper, we improve on the result of Lopes (2020) by deriving an n´1{2 rate under the weakest
conditions possible and for independent but not necessarily identically distributed sums, thus establishing
the current state of the art. The proof is different from those exploited so far and relies on a non-trivial
adaptation of the proof of Senatov (1981), which itself is a method of compositions proof of the multivarite
Berry–Esseen bound; see Bentkus et al. (2000). The main contributions of this paper is the derivation of
Berry–Esseen bound for the Gaussian approximation of the distribution of sum of independent random
vectors X1, . . . , Xn over the class of p-dimensional hyper-rectangles
1. assuming non-degeneracy of X1, . . . , Xn, i.e., ErXiXJi s is non-singular for all i;
2. assuming finite third moment on the random vectors, i.e., maxi Er}Xi}38s ă 8;
3. allowing for non-identical distributions for X1, X2, . . . , Xn.
The last two aspects offer improvements over Lopes (2020). Our motivation for considering random vectors
with finite third moment stems from “multiplier random vectors” that are commonly encountered in high-
dimensional regression problems. For instance, in the linear regression model Yi “ XJi β0 ` ξi, estimation
and inference for β0 depends crucially on
řn
i“1 ξiXi P Rp. If the errors are heavy-tailed in that either
Er|ξi|3`δs ă 8 or Er|ξi|3|Xis ă 8 holds with sub-Gaussian or bounded Xi’s, then Er|ξi|3}Xi}38s ă 8. In
other words, ξiXi, 1 ď i ď n are not sub-Gaussian. See, in particular, Kuchibhotla et al. (2020).
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state our main CLT result along with some discussion
of its optimality. In Section 2.1, we provide a sketch of the proof for first reading. In Section 3, we compare
our result to that of Lopes (2020). In Section 4, we summarize the article and discuss some future directions.
In Section 5.1, we provide auxiliary lemmas used in our proof and the complete proof of our main result is
given in Section 5.2.
The proofs of all the results except the main result are provided in the appendices (Appendix A–H).
Notation. We use the metric between the distribution of two random vectors U and V in Rp defined by
µpU, V q :“ sup
rPRp
|PpU ĺ rq ´ PpV ĺ rq|, (1)
where for two p-dimensional vectors x “ pxp1q, . . . , xppqq and y “ pyp1q, . . . , yppqq, x ĺ y signifies that
xpjq ď ypjq for all j. It is clear that µpU, V q satisfies the triangle inequality and µptU, tV q “ µpU, V q for all
t ą 0 (see Lemma 3 below). We also use the ideal metric of order 3 between probability distribution (see
Senatov, 2011, Section 2.10), which is defined by
ζ3pU, V q :“ sup
f :RpÑR,}∇3fpxq}1ď1@x
|ErfpUqs ´ ErfpV qs|. (2)
Here }∇3fpxq}1 “ sup}h}8ď1
ˇˇB3fpx` thq{Bt3 ˇˇ ˇˇ
t“0. It should be mentioned that the classical ideal metric
in Euclidean spaces is defined with respect to the Euclidean norm instead of } ¨ }1 ´ } ¨ }8 norms. For the
high-dimensional case, our formulation is more suitable.
Our bounds will be presented in terms of pseudo-moments. For any two random vectors U, V P Rp with
probability measures PU , PV , respectively, define the pseudo-moments of order 1 and 3 as, respectively,
ν1pU, V q “
ż
}x}8|PU ´ PV |pdxq, and ν3pU, V q “
ż
}x}38|PU ´ PV |pdxq. (3)
For any vector x P Rp, we use xpjq P Rp to denote the j-th coordinate of x and }x}8 to denote the ℓ8-norm:
max1ďjďp |xpjq|. The vector 1 P Rp represents the vector of all 1’s. When taking the logarithm of the
dimension or of the sample size, we write logpepq or logpenq so that the bound would be non-zero even if
p “ 1 or n “ 1. For any two vectors a, b P Rp, we write a ĺ b to denote apjq ď bpjq, 1 ď j ď p, which is
coordinate-wise inequality. For a positive definite matrix A P Rpˆp, λminpAq denotes the minimum eigenvalue
of A. For any event B, we use 1tBu to denote the corresponding indicator function, which is one if B holds
and zero otherwise.
2 Main Result
We now present the main result of this paper: a Berry–Esseen bound for the normalized sums of independent
random vectors over the class of p-dimensional hyper-rectangles.
Theorem 1. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn be independent, centered random vectors in R
p. Define
σ2 :“ min
1ďiďn
λminpErXiXJi sq and σ2min :“ min
1ďiďn
min
1ďjďp
ErX2i pjqs,
as the smallest minimum eigenvalue of the covariance matrices ErXiXJi s’s and the smallest minimum vari-
ance of the coordinates of the Xi’s, respectively. Let Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn be independent centered Gaussian random
vectors in Rp such that ErYiY Ji s “ ErXiXJi s for all i. Define the maximal pseudo-moments of the two
sequence of random vectors as
νj,n :“ max
1ďiďn
νjpXi, Yiq, for j “ 1, 3. (4)
Then, there exists a universal constant C ě 1 such that
µ
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi,
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Yi
¸
ď 3?
n
` C ν1,n?
nσmin
logpepq
a
logppnq
` Cν3,n log
2pepqalogppnq?
nσminσ2
$&
%σmin{σlogpepq ` log
¨
˝1` σ3
b
n{ log3pepq
2Cν3,n
˛
‚
,.
- .
The most important aspect of Theorem 1 is that the dependence on the sample size in the bound is at
most
a
logpenq{n. The exact dependence on the dimension p depends on the growth rate of the quantities
ν1,n and ν3,n defined in (4). When the random vectors are sub-Gaussian, then νj,n À logpnpqj{2, j P t1, 3u.
Note that the upper bound from Theorem 1 is finite only when maxi ν3pXi, Yiq ă 8 and this requires
the random vectors Xi to have a finite third moment. A dependence of n
´1{2 on the sample size cannot be
obtained if the random vectors have less than three moments. Indeed, it is known that, even in the univariate
case, with only 2` δ moments (for 0 ă δ ď 1), the scaling in n can at best be n´δ{2; see Katz (1963), Heyde
(1967), and Senatov (2011, Section 4.6) for details. In this sense, the assumption of ν3pXi, Yiq ă 8 is
the weakest possible to achieve a n´1{2 rate. If we only assume Er}Xi}2`δ8 s ă 8 (for δ P p0, 1s), then the
calculations from Senatov (1981) can be used to prove an n´δ{2 rate in Theorem 1.
Regarding the proof technique, we adapt the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.1 of Senatov
(2011), which is a multivariate Berry-Esseen bound using the method of compositions (Sweeting, 1977;
Bergstro¨m, 1945; Senatov, 1981). Specifically, Theorem 5.1.1 of Senatov (2011) consider general probability
metrics µp¨, ¨q satisfying the four conditions stated there. Although we can verify all these assumptions
for our metric (1), the assumption (5.1.2) involves the total variation distance and cannot be controlled
effectively in the high-dimensional case. For this reason, we provide an alternative to (5.1.2) of Senatov
(2011) as Lemma 2 in Section 5.1. (For the convenience of the reader, we repeat the statement of Theorem
5.1.1 of Senatov (2011) in Appendix A.)
3
Optimality in the Dependence of σmin and σ. It is of interest to investigate if the dependence on
σmin, σ in the bound of Theorem 1 can be replaced by some other characteristic of the covariance matrices.
Below, we show that in the worst case the dependence on the minimum eigenvalue or the minimum variance
cannot be removed. This property has been discussed by several authors and in particular by Senatov (1986).
Our result below is also proved using the same construction.
Theorem 2. Suppose for any p ě 1 and a sequence of independent and identically distributed random vectors
X1, . . . , Xn P Rp, we have a bound of the form
µ
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi,
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Yi
¸
ď ν1pX,Y q?
nσpErXXJsq log
α1pepq ` ν3pX,Y q?
nσ3pErXXJsq log
α2pepq,
for some α1, α2 ě 0 and functional σpErXXJsq of the covariance matrix of X. Then there exists a distribu-
tion for X such that σpErXXJsq is of the same order as (a) σ1{3
min
σ2{3, (b) σmin, and (c) σ.
Proof. See Appendix G for a proof. The proof uses the probability distribution constructed in Example 1
of Senatov (1986).
Optimality in the Dependence on Er}X}38s. We now consider the dependence on the third moments
of the random vectors. The ideas of Nagaev (1976) coupled with the example 1 of‘Senatov (1986) yields the
following result.
Theorem 3. There exists a distribution PX on R
p such that the following holds true: if X1, X2, . . . , Xn P Rp
are independent random vectors from PX , then there exists a constant C (independent of p, n) such that
µ
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi,
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Yi
¸
ě Cn
´1řn
i“1 Er}Xi}38s?
nσminσ2
,
whenever log3pepq ď nσ2
min
σ4.
Proof. See Appendix H for a proof. This shows that our bound from Theorem 1 cannot be improved except
for poly-logarithmic factors. This result can also be derived from Proposition 1.1 of Fang and Koike (2020a)
by taking the coordinate random variables there to be sub-Gaussian.
2.1 Sketch of the Proof of Theorem 1
In this section, we provide an outline of the proof of Theorem 1. The basic structure is the same as
Theorem 5.1.1 of Senatov (2011). In the sketch and the actual proof, we use the following notation: for any
1 ď k ď k1 ď n,
Sk:k1pXq “ 1?
n
k1ÿ
i“k
Xi and Sk:k1pY q “ 1?
n
k1ÿ
i“k
Yi.
In this notation, Theorem 1 requires bounding
sup
rPRp
|P pS1:npXq ĺ rq ´ PpS1:npY q ĺ rq| .
Smoothing and Lindeberg Swapping: The quantity we want to control concerns expectations of indi-
cator functions, which are not smooth. For this reason, most proofs of CLTs apply a smoothing to repalce
indicator functions by smooth functions. A simple way to smooth a non-smooth function by Gaussian con-
volution: Er1tx ` εZ ĺ rus is a smooth function of x and approximates the indicator function 1tx ĺ ru;
here Z is a standard Gaussian random vector in Rp. This smoothing comes at the cost of an additional
remainder term, which, according to Lemma 1 in Section 5.1 is of the form
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq ď CµpS1:npXq ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq ` C
σmin
ε logpepq.
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Setting m “ rn{2s and using the triangle inequality,
µpS1:npXq ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq ď
mÿ
j“0
µpS1:n´j´1pXq ` Sn´j:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´jpXq ` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZq
` µpS1:n´m´1pXq ` Sn´m:npY q ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq.
The classical Lindeberg swapping methods takes m “ n, leading to an n´1{6 rate; see Theorem 2.1
of Bentkus et al. (2000). Lopes (2020) also relies on Lindeberg swapping but does not deploy the smoothing
inequality of Lemma 1. In addition, the m is set differently.
Note that the decomposition performed above is not symmetric with respect to the indices of the random
vectors, although the left hand side is invariant to permutation of the indices. One way to avoid this
asymmetry is to apply Lindeberg swapping for “interpolated” random vectors as in Knowles and Yin (2017);
also see the discussion in pages 27-28 of Tao (2017). Another way is to take the average of the right hand
side bound over all the permutations of indices as done in Deng and Zhang (2017); Deng (2020). We will
not pursue this direction in this paper, for simplicity.
Application of Regularity and Smoothness: To bound the metric between S1:n´m´1pXq`Sn´m:npY q`
εZ and S1:npY q`εZ, we use the fact that Sn´m:npY q`εZ can be decomposed in to sum of two independent
Gaussians, one of which having a scaled identity as the covariance matrix. This is possible because
Np0,Ξq d“ Np0, λminpΞqIpq `Np0,Ξ´ λminpΞqIpq,
where the two Gaussians on the right hand side are independent. With this decomposition, we can write
µpS1:n´m´1pXq ` Sn´m:npY q ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq
“ µpS1:n´m´1pXq ` εm`1Z `W, S1:n´m`1pY q ` εm`1Z `W q,
where ε2m`1 “ ε2`pm`1qσ2{n is the minimum eigenvalue of Sn´m:npY q`εZ and Z andW are independent
normal random variables. Now we use the intuition that adding noise to two random vectors makes it difficult
to distinguish them. Thus, under a sufficiently regular metric (such as the one we consider), the distance
between the distribution of U ` R and V ` R is less than between the distributions of U and V ; this is
proved in Lemma 3. This allows us to ignore the random vectorW . Furthermore, µpU`εZ, V `εZq involves
expectations of smooth functions, thanks to the smoothness from the Gaussian smoothing. Thus, through a
Taylor series expansion, we are able to relate µpU ` εZ, V ` εZq to an ideal metric of order 3 (see Senatov,
2011, Section 2.10); this is proved in Lemma 4. Hence Lemmas 3 and 4 (in Section 5.1) yield
µpS1:n´m´1pXq ` Sn´m:npY q ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq ď Cplogpepqq3{2 ζ3pS1:n´m`1pXq, S1:n´m`1pY qq
ε3m`1
.
Because m “ rn{2s, ε2m`1 ě σ2{2. Hence,
µpS1:npXq ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq ď
mÿ
j“0
µpS1:n´j´1pXq ` Sn´j:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´jpXq ` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZq
` Cplogpepqq3{2 ζ3pS1:n´m`1pXq, S1:n´m`1pY qq
σ3
(5)
In Lopes (2020), the author controls the first term using concentration inequality without using the Lindeberg
swapping. He uses Lindeberg swapping for the second term above (instead of Lemma 4).
5
Application of the Recursion Lemma: To bound the sum on the right hand side of (5), we note that
µpS1:n´j´1pXq ` Sn´j:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´jpXq ` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZq
“ µ
ˆ
S1:n´j´1pXq ` Yn´j?
n
` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´j´1pXq ` Xn´j?
n
` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZ
˙
.
Because of εZ in both sums, this is the difference between the expectations of smooth functions. However,
if we just use a Taylor series expansion, then the resulting bound does not yield an n´1{2 rate. For this, we
also use the fact that both sums have S1:n´j`1pXq in common and that S1:n´j`1pXq is already close to a
Gaussian S1:n´j`1pY q. Importantly, this results in a recursion, as formalized in Lemma 2 of Section 5.1.
For 1 ď j ď m, we use inequality (8) of Lemma 2. For j “ 0, we use inequality (7). The choice of different
inequalities from Lemma 2 is done to keep the dependence of ε in the upper bound of
řm
j“0 ¨ ¨ ¨ as ε´1. This
is one of the important reasons why this proof leads to an n´1{2 rate. Substituting these inequalities, we
obtain
mÿ
j“0
µpS1:n´j´1pXq ` Sn´j:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´jpXq ` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZq
ď Cν1,n
a
logpepq
ε
?
n
µpS1:n´1pXq, S1:n´1pY qq
` Cplogpepqq3{2
mÿ
j“1
µpS1:n´j`1pXq, S1:n´j`1pY qqν3pXn´j , Yn´jq
ε3jn
3{2 ` Fnpεq,
for a function Fnpεq that weakly depends on ε such that Fnp1{
?
nq converges to zero at an n´1{2 rate.
Wrap-up and Induction: Using this bound in (5) yields
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq ď Cν1,n
a
logpepq
ε
?
n
µpS1:n´1pXq, S1:n´1pY qq
` Cplogpepqq3{2
mÿ
j“1
µpS1:n´j`1pXq, S1:n´j`1pY qqν3pXn´j , Yn´jq
ε3jn
3{2 ` Fnpεq
` Cplogpepqq3{2 ζ3pS1:n´m`1pXq, S1:n´m`1pY qq
σ3
` C
σmin
ε logpepq.
This is a recursive inequality for the sequence tµpS1:kpXq, S1:kpY qq : 1 ď k ď nu. This should be compared
to inequality (5.1.8) of Senatov (2011). The rest of the proof follows the same steps as in Senatov (2011).
The basic idea is to hypothesize a bound on µpS1:kpXq, S1:kpY qq of the form τptXiu, tYiuq{
?
n, substitute
this in the recursive inequality and then find the right choice of τptXiu, tYiuq. We found the induction
calculations to be much simpler in Senatov (2011) compared to those in Lopes (2020), although the basic
strategy remains the same.
3 Comparison with the Result of Lopes (2020)
In this section, we provide a comparison of our result with that of Lopes (2020). Let us recall Theorem 2.1
of Lopes (2020). Assuming independent and identically distributed random vectorsX1, X2, . . . , Xn, Theorem
2.1 of Lopes (2020) states that
µ
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi,
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Yi
¸
ď C ν
5{2
ρ3{2
log4ppnq logpenq?
n
, (6)
6
where ν “ max1ďjďp }Xipjq{
a
VarpXipjqq}ψ2 is the sub-Gaussian norm of scaled coordinates and ρ is the
minimum eigenvalue of the correlation matrix of X .
The bound in Theorem 1) compared favourably to (6) (Theorem 2.1 of Lopes (2020)). As pointed out
before, we do not require sub-Gaussianity of the random vectors X1, . . . , Xn or even identical distributions
for X1, . . . , Xn. Our result is written in terms of pseudo-moments (3) and, because
ν1pXi, Yiq ď Er}Xi}8 ` }Yi}8s and ν3pXi, Yiq ď Er}Xi}38 ` }Yi}38s,
the result can be written in terms of the moments of Xi’s. Under sub-Gaussianity of Xipjq’s, we get
Er}Xi}38s À plogpepqq3{2 and Er}Xi}8s À
a
logpepq; the constants suppressed here depend on the sub-
Gaussian norm of Xipjq’s. Hence the upper bound from Theorem 1 becomes of order log4pepnq logpnq{
?
n,
which matches the rate from Theorem 2.1 of Lopes (2020). Examples can be constructed where the coor-
dinates of the random vectors are sub-Gaussian but our bound is significantly better than that of Lopes
(2020). For instance, consider independent and identically distributed random vectors X1, . . . , Xn P Rp with
independent coordinates such that
Xip1q, . . . , Xipp´ 1q iid„ Np0, 1q and PpXippq “ 0q “ 1´ 1
γ
,PpXippq “ ´γ1{3q “ PpXippq “ γ1{3q “ 1
2γ
.
In this case ν3pXi, Yiq{pσminσ2q ď γ1{2plogpepqq3{2 and hence our bound is γ1{2plogpepnqq4{
?
n. However, the
sub-Gaussian norm of Xippq{
a
VarpXippqq is of order γ1{2. Hence, the bound from Lopes (2020) becomes
γ5{4 log4ppnq logpnq{?n which is sub-optimal for γ diverging with n. Interestingly, for this example, Corollary
1.3 of Fang and Koike (2020a) is still optimal although it uses the sub-Gaussian norm.
It should be mentioned that the result of Lopes (2020) is given in terms of the minimum eigenvalue
of the correlation matrix but the sub-Gaussian norm of the coordinates of Xi’s is given with coordinates
normalized by their standard deviation. In comparison, our bound is written in terms of the minimum
eigenvalue of the covariance matrix and if the minimum and maximum variances of the coordinates of Xi’s
are of the same order, then our bound can be converted to only use the minimum eigenvalue of the correlation
matrix. Finally, our bound distinguishes the dependence on minimum eigenvalue and minimum variance. In
particular, if σ “ σmin{ logpepq, then our bound becomes ν3,n log4pepq
a
logppnq logpenq{?n while Theorem
2.1 of Lopes (2020) becomes ν5{2 log7ppnq logpenq{?n. (In case VarpXipjqq “ σ2min for all 1 ď j ď p, then
ρ “ pσ{σminq2.)
Remark. In comparing the proof techniques, we note that the use of sub-Gaussian concentration inequal-
ity in Lemma 3.1 of Lopes (2020) makes it difficult to derive an n´1{2 rate of convergence when the random
vectors involved admit only three finite moments. For instance, if one replaces the sub-Gaussian concentra-
tion bound used in Lemma 3.1 of Lopes (2020) by a Fuk-Nagaev-type inequality (Einmahl and Li, 2008, see,
e.g., Theorem 3), then it can be shown that the analog of Lemma 3.1 of Lopes (2020) yields an n´q{p2q`2q
dependence on the sample size when Er}Xi}q8s ă 8 for some q ě 2. As a result, a dependence of n´1{2 on
the sample size cannot hold for any finite q and will require q “ 8. (Fortunately, one can allow for arbitrary
sub-Weibull random vectors and still get an n´1{2 rate.) The main merit of our proof is the avoidance of
bounds based on concentration inequalities, which demand for conditions stronger than necessary.
We reamrk that several other papers also rely on the sub-Gaussian assumption and the corresponding
concentration inequalities, although not in the same context. See Chernozhukov et al. (2019, Lemma 6.2)
and Fang and Koike (2020a, Eq. (2.15)) for some examples.
4 Conclusions and Future Directions
In this note, we established a high-dimensional Berry–Esseen bound for the sum of independent (but possibly
non-identically distributed) random vectors over the class of hyper-rectangles. Our bound only depends on
pseudo-moments of orders 1, 3, and hence it is finite whenever the random vectors have finite third moments.
This allows for a significant sharpening of the recent result of Lopes (2020) and is essentially not improvable.
There are, however, several aspects of our analysis that warrants further investigation.
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1. Our result allows for non-identically distributed random vectors, but the dependence on the pseudo-
moments ν1pXi, Yiq, ν3pXi, Yiq is not “right.” Berry–Esseen bounds for non-identically distributed
random vectors often only involve n´1
řn
i“1 ν1pXi, Yiq and n´1
řn
i“1 ν3pXi, Yiq. Further, the depen-
dence on the minimum eigenvalue and minimum variance are also supposed to be with respect to the
matrix n´1
řn
i“1 ErXiXJi s. The ideas of Tao (2017), Deng and Zhang (2017) and Deng (2020) are of
interest in this context.
2. Our result and that of Lopes (2020) require logpepnq “ opn1{8q for the bound to converge to zero,
even in the most “favourable” case of sub-Gaussian random vectors. In this sense, the results are
sub-optimal in terms of the dependence on the dimension. It is now known from Fang and Koike
(2020a) and Das and Lahiri (2020) that one needs logpepq “ opn1{3q for log-concave random vectors
and logpepq “ opn1{2q for vectors with independent (and symmetric, sub-Gaussian) coordinates. With-
out any log-concave/independence restrictions, Fang and Koike (2020a, Corollary 1.3) only requires
logpepq “ opn1{4q, although yielding an n´1{3 dependence on n. The optimality of the exponent of
logpepq in Theorem 1 is an interesting future direction to consider.
3. Our result proves an n´1{2 scaling, assuming finite three moments. For an n´1{2 scaling, even in the
univariate case, the condition of three finite moments for the random variables is necessary. With
only 2 ` δ moments (for 0 ă δ ď 1), the scaling in n can at best be n´δ{2; see Katz (1963), Heyde
(1967), and Senatov (2011, Section 4.6) for details. High-dimensional CLT under p2` δq-moments was
only considered in Kuchibhotla et al. (2018) albeit with a sub-optimal scaling in the sample size. It
would be of interest to study the bounds in our setting when only Er}Xi}2`δ8 s ă 8. This again would
be useful to understand the CLT for multiplier random vectors discussed after the contributions in
Section 1.
5 Proof of Theorem 1
In this section, we provide a detailed proof of Theorem 1. We will first provide the auxiliary lemmas used
in the proof. The sketch of the proof is given in Section 2.1.
5.1 Auxiliary Lemmas
The following lemmas provide high-dimensional analogs of the conditions of Theorem 5.1.1 of Senatov (2011).
See Appendix A for the conditions of Theorem 5.1.1 of Senatov (2011). The relevance of these lemmas is
discussed in the sketch presented in Section 2.1 and we advise the reader to look back at the sketch when
reading the lemmas below.
In some of these results, we use the high-dimensional anti-concentration inequality from Nazarov (2003)
and Chernozhukov et al. (2017b), which implies that
Ppr ĺ Np0,Σq ĺ r ` δ1q ď C
a
logpepq
min1ďjďp Σ
1{2
jj
ˆ δ,
for an absolute constant C ą 0. This is a worst-case anti-concentration inequality and can be improved
either using Theorem 10 of Deng and Zhang (2017) or using Lemma 2.2 of Koike (2019b). The latter uses
special structure on the covariance matrix Σ. The exact dependence on the anti-concentration constant (the
coefficient of δ) in Lemmas 1– 4 can be obtained from the proofs. This can reduce the exponent of logpepq
in Theorem 1.
Lemma 1 (Smoothing Inequality). Suppose V „ Np0,Σq and let U be another random vector in Rp. Then
for any ε ą 0 and a standard Gaussian random vector Z „ Np0, Ipq, there exists a constant C ą 0 such that
µpU, V q ď µpU ` εZ, V ` εZq ` C
σmin
ε logpepq,
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where σ2
min
:“ min1ďjďp VarpV pjqq.
Proof. See Appendix B for a proof. This is proved based on Lemma 2.4 of Fang and Koike (2020a). This is
a smoothing inequality that allows us to replace PpU ĺ rq “ Er1tU ĺ rus by the expectation of a smooth
function: Er1tU ` εZ ĺ rus “ ErϕεpUqs. Here ϕεpxq “ Ppx ` εZ ĺ rq which is an infinitely differentiable
function of x; see Lemma 2.3 of Fang and Koike (2020a).
Lemma 2 (Recursion Lemma). Suppose U, V,W are independent random vectors in Rp and Z is a standard
Gaussian random vector. Set
σ2
min
:“ min
1ďjďp
VarpW pjqq.
Then for a Gaussian random vector W 1 with same mean and covariance as W , we have
µpW ` U ` εZ, W ` V ` εZq ď Cν1pU, V q
a
logpepq
ε
µpW,W 1q
` ν1pU, V q
«
C logpepq
a
logppnq
σmin
` C
εpn
ff
.
(7)
Moreover, if U, V match the first two moments, i.e., ErU ´ V s “ 0 and ErUUJ ´ V V Js “ 0, then
µpW ` U ` εZ, W ` V ` εZq ď Cν3pU, V qplogpepqq
3{2
ε3
µpW,W 1q
` ν3pU, V q
«
C log2pepqalogppnq
ε2σmin
` C
ε3pn
ff
.
(8)
Proof. See Appendix C for a proof. The proof of this is based on the calculations in Lemma 5.1 of Lopes
(2020). A similar result can be extracted from the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Bentkus et al. (2000).
Lemma 3 (Regularity and Homogeneity). For independent random vectors U, V,W , µpU `W,V `W q ď
µpU, V q. Moreover, for any t ą 0, µptU, tV q “ µpU, V q.
Proof. See Appendix D for a proof. This proves that the metric µ is regular and homogeneous of order zero
as described in Senatov (2011, Section 2.3). Regularity (the first result here) implies that two distributions
are hard to distinguish when convolved with a common distribution. This is an intuitive idea because adding
noise to two samples makes it hard to distinguish the two samples.
Lemma 4 (Ideal Metric Lemma). For independent random vectors U, V and an independent standard Gaus-
sian random vector Z „ Np0, Ipq,
µpU ` εZ, V ` εZq ď cplogpepqq3{2 ζ3pU, V q
ε3
,
where ζ3p¨, ¨q is defined in (2).
Proof. See Appendix E for a proof. This basically follows from the fact that µpU ` εZ, V ` εZq concerns
the difference between expectations of smooth functions that are infinitely differentiable. Using the bounds
on the derivatives from Fang and Koike (2020a, Lemma 2.3) yields the result.
Lemma 5 (Pseudo-moment Lemma). For independent random vectors U, V , and c P R, we have
ζ3pcU, cV q “ |c|3ζ3pU, V q ď |c|
3
6
ν3pU, V q,
where the second inequality holds only when U, V have the same first two moments, i.e., ErU ´ V s “ 0 and
ErUUJ ´ V V Js “ 0.
Proof. See Appendix F for a proof. The first equality is proving that ζ3p¨, ¨q is homogeneous of order 3.
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 1
Throughout the proof, C ą 0 will denote a quantity independent of p and of the distributions of pX1, . . . , Xnq
and of pY1, . . . , Ynq, whose value may change at each occurrence with the exception of the last inductive step
of proof, where C is fixed once and for all throughout the induction. Note that the result is clearly true for
n “ 1, 2 (because µp¨, ¨q ď 1) and hence, we assume n ě 3.
Smoothing and Lindeberg Swapping: By Lemma 1, we have that
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq ď CµpS1:npXq ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq ` C
σmin
ε logpepq. (9)
Setting m “ rn{2s and the using triangle inequality, yields the bound
µpS1:npXq ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq ď
mÿ
j“0
µpS1:n´j´1pXq ` Sn´j:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´jpXq ` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZq
` µpS1:n´m´1pXq ` Sn´m:npY q ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq.
(10)
We will bound the two terms in the last expression separately.
Control using the properties of the metric µ: We control the last term in (10) using the regularity
and homogeneity properties of the metric µp¨, ¨q as indicated in Lemma 3, and its relations with the ideal
metric of order 3 and the third pseudo-moment, elucidated in Lemma 4. We refer the reader to Senatov
(2011, Chapter 2) for details. Firstly, note that
Sn´m:npY q ` εZ d“ N
˜
0,
1
n
nÿ
i“n´m
ErYiY Ji s ` ε2Ip
¸
d“ N
ˆ
0,
"pm` 1q
n
σ2 ` ε2
*
Ip
˙
`N
˜
0,
1
n
nÿ
i“n´m
ErYiY Ji s ´
pm` 1q
n
σ2Ip
¸
.
The normal random vectors in the second equality are independent. Therefore, Lemma 3 allows us to
conclude
µpS1:n´m´1pXq ` Sn´m:npY q ` εZ, S1:npY q ` εZq ď µpS1:n´m`1pXq ` εm`1Z, S1:n´m`1pY q ` εm`1Zq,
where ε2m`1 :“ ε2 ` pm` 1qσ2{n. Next, Lemma 4 implies that
µpS1:n´m`1pXq ` εm`1Z, S1:n´m`1pY q ` εm`1Zq ď Cplogpepqq3{2 ζ3pS1:n´m`1pXq, S1:n´m`1pY qq
ε3m`1
ď Cplogpepqq
3{2
n3{2σ3
n´m`1ÿ
i“1
ν3pXi, Yiq.
(11)
The second inequality stems from the triangle inequality for ζ3p¨, ¨q, the fact that our choice of m implies
that both m and n´m are equal, up to multiplicative constants, to n and the bound
ζ3pn´1{2Xi, n´1{2Yiq ď Cν3pn´1{2Xi, n´1{2Yiq “ Cn´3{2ν3pXi, Yiq,
valid for all i as shown in Lemma 5; also, see Eq. (2.10.3) of Senatov (2011).
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Control using a Gaussian bound for the metric µ: We now turn to the first term in (10), which
we control using Lemma 2. For each j “ 1, . . . ,m we set ε2j “ ε2 ` σ2j{n and bound the corresponding
summand as follows:
µpS1:n´j´1pXq ` Sn´j:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´jpXq ` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZq
“ µ
ˆ
S1:n´j´1pXq ` Yn´j?
n
` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´j´1pXq ` Xn´j`1?
n
` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZ
˙
ď µ
ˆ
S1:n´j`1pXq ` Yn´j?
n
` εjZ, S1:n´j`1pXq ` Xn´j?
n
` εjZ
˙
,
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that for
Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZ d“ N
`
0, ε2jIp
˘`N ˜0, 1
n
nÿ
i“n´j`1
ErYiY Ji s ´
j
n
σ2Ip
¸
.
Inequality (8) in Lemma 2 implies that µ
`
S1:n´j`1pXq ` Yn´jn´1{2 ` εjZ, S1:n´j`1pXq `Xn´jn´1{2 ` εjZ
˘
is upper bounded by
Cν3pXn´j{
?
n, Yn´j{
?
nqplogpepqq3{2
ε3j
µpS1:n´j`1pXq, S1:n´j`1pY qq
` βpXn´j{
?
n, Yn´j{
?
nq
«
C log2pepq
a
logppnq
ε2jσmin
` C
ε3jpn
ff
ď Cν3pXn´j , Yn´jqplogpepqq
3{2
n3{2ε3j
µpS1:n´j`1pXq, S1:n´j`1pY qq
` Cν3pXn´j , Yn´jq
n3{2
«
log2pepq
a
logppnq
ε2jσmin
` 1
ε3jpn
ff
,
(12)
where in the last step we have used again the fact that ν3pcX, cY q “ |c|3ν3pX,Y q, for all c P R. For the
summand indexed by j “ 0, we use instead inequality (7) in Lemma 2 to obtain that
µpS1:n´1pXq ` Sn:npY q ` εZ, S1:npXq ` εZq ď Cν1pXn, Ynq
a
logpepq
ε
?
n
µpS1:n´1pXq, S1:n´1pY qq
` Cν1pXn, Ynq?
n
«
logpepq
a
logppnq
σmin
` 1
εpn
ff
.
(13)
Summing the inequalities (12) and (13) we obtain that
mÿ
j“0
µpS1:n´j´1pXq ` Sn´j:npY q ` εZ, S1:n´jpXq ` Sn´j`1:npY q ` εZq
ď Cν1pXn, Ynq
a
logpepq
ε
?
n
µpS1:n´1pXq, S1:n´1pY qq
`
mÿ
j“1
Cν3pXn´j , Yn´jqplogpepqq3{2
n3{2ε3j
µpS1:n´j`1pXq, S1:n´j`1pY qq
` Cν1pXn, Ynq?
n
«
logpepq
a
logppnq
σmin
` 1
εpn
ff
`
mÿ
j“1
Cν3pXn´j , Yn´jq
n3{2
«
log2pepqalogppnq
ε2jσmin
` 1
ε3jpn
ff
.
(14)
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Substituting (14) and (11) in (10) and then in (9), we arrive at the bound
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq ď Cν1pXn, Ynq
a
logpepq
ε
?
n
µpS1:n´1pXq, S1:n´1pY qq
`
mÿ
j“1
Cν3pXn´j , Yn´jqplogpepqq3{2
n3{2ε3j
µpS1:n´j`1pXq, S1:n´j`1pY qq
` Cν1pXn, Ynq?
n
«
logpepq
a
logppnq
σmin
` 1
εpn
ff
`
mÿ
j“1
Cν3pXn´j , Yn´jq
n3{2
«
log2pepqalogppnq
ε2jσmin
` 1
ε3jpn
ff
` Cplogpepqq
3{2
n3{2σ3
n´m`1ÿ
i“1
ν3pXi, Yiq ` C
σmin
ε logpepq.
Bounding ν3pXi, Yiq by ν3,n and using the inequalities
mÿ
j“1
1
ε2j
ď n
ż 1{2
0
1
pε2 ` σ2tqdt ď
2n
σ2
log
´
1` σ
ε
¯
mÿ
j“1
1
ε3j
ď n
ż
1{2
0
1
pε2 ` σ2tq3{2 dt ď
2n
σ2
«
1?
ε2
´ 1a
ε2 ` σ2{2
ff
ď 2n
εσ2
,
(15)
we conclude that
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq ď Cν1,n
a
logpepq
ε
?
n
µpS1:n´1pXq, S1:n´1pY qq
` Cplogpepqq3{2
mÿ
j“1
µpS1:n´j`1pXq, S1:n´j`1pY qqν3pXn´j , Yn´jq
ε3jn
3{2
` Cν1,n?
n
«
logpepq
a
logppnq
σmin
` 1
εpn
ff
` Cν3,n log
2pepqalogppnq
n1{2σminσ2
log
´
1` σ
ε
¯
` Cν3,n
εσ2pn3{2
` Cplogpepqq
3{2
n1{2σ3
ν3,n ` C
σmin
ε logpepq.
(16)
Induction Step: The relation in the last display provides a recursive inequality relating µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq
and µpS1:n´1pXq, S1:n´1pY qq that should be compared with the analogous inequality (5.1.8) of Senatov
(2011). We now proceed to prove the result by induction. Below, the quantity C ą 0 is a universal constant
whose value maybe be chosen appropriately but in a manner that is independent of the level of the induction.
To set up the induction, we assume that
µpS1:kpXq, S1:kpY qq ď τptXiu, tYiuq?
k
, (Hk)
for some τp¨, ¨q to be specified later. Because µp¨, ¨q ď 1, this hypothesis is trivially verified for k “ 1 if
τptXiu, tYiuq ě 1. Assume that the induction hypothesis (Hk) holds true for 1 ď k ď n´ 1. Then the right
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hand side of (16) can be upper bounded as
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq ď Cν1,n
a
logpepq
ε
?
n
„
τptXiu, tYiuq?
n´ 1

` Cν3,nplogpepqq3{2
mÿ
j“1
1
ε3jn
3{2
„
τptXiu, tYiuq?
n´ j ` 1

` Cν1,n?
n
«
logpepqalogppnq
σmin
` 1
εpn
ff
` Cν3,n log
2pepqalogppnq
n1{2σminσ2
log
´
1` σ
ε
¯
` Cν3,n
εσ2pn3{2
` Cplogpepqq
3{2
n1{2σ3
ν3,n ` C
σmin
ε logpepq.
Because n{3 ď n´ j ` 1 for all 1 ď j ď m “ rn{2s, the second term above can be bounded using (15) as
mÿ
j“1
1
ε3jn
3{2
„
τptXiu, tYiuq?
n´ j ` 1

ď C
„
τptXiu, tYiuq?
n

1
εσ2
?
n
.
Hence the induction hypothesis allows us to conclude for any ε ą 0 and enlarging C ą 0 by a multiplicative
factor
a
n{pn´ 1q ď 2,
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq ď C
„
τptXiu, tYiuq?
n
#
ν1,n
a
logpepq
ε
?
n
` ν3,nplogpepqq
3{2
εσ2
?
n
+
` Cν1,n?
n
«
logpepq
a
logppnq
σmin
` 1
εpn
ff
` Cν3,n log
2pepqalogppnq
n1{2σminσ2
log
´
1` σ
ε
¯
` Cν3,n
εσ2pn3{2
` Cplogpepqq
3{2
n1{2σ3
ν3,n ` C
σmin
ε logpepq.
Because this inequality holds for any ε ą 0, we take (for some constant K to be specified shortly)
ε “ K
#
ν1,n
a
logpepq?
n
` ν3,nplogpepqq
3{2
σ2
?
n
+
.
(This choice comes from looking at the first term). From this choice of ε, we obtain
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq
ď C
K
„
τptXiu, tYiuq?
n

` Cν1,n?
n
«
logpepq
a
logppnq
σmin
` 1
Kp
?
nν1,n
a
logpepq
ff
` Cν3,n log
2pepqalogppnq
n1{2σminσ2
log
ˆ
1` σ
3
?
n
Kν3,nplogpepqq3{2
˙
` C
Kpnplogpepqq3{2
` Cplogpepqq
3{2
n1{2σ3
ν3,n ` CK logpepq
σmin
#
ν1,n
a
logpepq?
n
` ν3,nplogpepqq
3{2
σ2
?
n
+
We need to prove that the right hand side is smaller than τptXiu, tYiuq{
?
n. In order to show this, C{K has to
be less than 1 and given the freedom to choose K set K “ 2C. Using this, the bound on µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq
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simplifies as
µpS1:npXq, S1:npY qq ď 1
2
„
τptXiu, tYiuq?
n

` Cν1,n logpepq
a
logppnq?
nσmin
` 1
2pn
a
logpepq
` Cν3,n log
2pepq
a
logppnq
n1{2σminσ2
log
ˆ
1` σ
3
?
n
2Cν3,nplogpepqq3{2
˙
` 1
2pnplogpepqq3{2 `
Cplogpepqq3{2
n1{2σ3
ν3,n ` 2C
2plogpepqq3{2
σmin
"
ν1,n?
n
` ν3,n logpepq
σ2
?
n
*
The quantity above will be less than τptXiu, tYiuq{
?
n if and only if
τptXiu, tYiuq ě 2Cν1,n logpepq
a
logppnq
σmin
` 2Cν3,nplogpepqq
3{2
σ3
` 1
p
a
n logpepq `
1
p
?
nplogpepqq3{2
` 4Cν3,n log
2pepq
a
logppnq
σminσ2
log
ˆ
1` σ
3
?
n
2Cν3,nplogpepqq3{2
˙
` 4C
2
σmin
plogpepqq3{2
"
ν1,n ` ν3,n logpepq
σ2
*
.
Also, note that we require τptXiu, tYiuq to be larger than 1 for the induction hypothesis to hold for k “
1. Hence adding 1 to the right hand side of the above display (and further replacing 1{pp
a
n logpepqq `
1{pp?nplogpepqq3{2q ` 1 on the right hand side by 3) proves the result.
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A Theorem 5.1.1 of Senatov (2011)
In this section, we repeat the statement of Theorem 5.1.1 of Senatov (2011), a Berry–Esseen bound for
multivariate random vectors. The notation is as follows: for any random vectorX , PX denotes the probability
measure of X . For any ε ą 0, Φε is the distribution of a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and
variance ε2I (scaled identity). The convolution of two probability measures P,Q is denoted by P ˚Q. The
equation numbers below are same those from Senatov (2011).
Theorem 4 (Theorem 5.1.1 of Senatov (2011)). Let a metric µ on the set of distributions in Rk possess the
following properties:
1. µ is regular and homogeneous of order t ě 0, i.e.,
µpP ˚R,Q ˚Rq ď µpP,Rq and µpPc˚X , Pc˚Y q “ ctµpPX , PY q for c ą 0.
2. For any distribution Q, any normal law Φ with non-degenerate covariance operator, and any ε ą 0,
µpQ,Φq ď cµpQ ˚ Φε,Φ ˚ Φεq ` c0pΦqε,
where c is an absolute constant, c0pΦq depends only on Φ.
3. For any distributions P,Q,U, V ,
µpP ˚ U,Q ˚ Uq ď µpU, V qVarpP,Qq ` µpP ˚ V,Q ˚ V q.
Here VarpP,Qq “ ş
Rp
|P ´Q|pdxq is (twice) the total variation distance.
4. For any distributions P,Q,
µpP ˚ Φε, Q ˚ Φεq ď cζ3pP,Qq
ε3´t
.
Then for any n ě 1 and independent identically distributed random vectors X1, X2, . . . , Xn from P , the
inequality
µpPpX1`...`Xnq{?nq,Φq ď c
µpP,Qq
nγ
` cζ3pP,Qq
σ3´t
?
n
` cc0pΦq
"
ζ1pP,Qq?
n
` ζ3pP,Qq
σ2
?
n
*
,
is true, where Φ is a normal law with mean zero and covariance same as that of pX1 ` . . .`Xnq{
?
n, γ is
an arbitrary fixed number, and the constants in the bound depend on t, γ, and the constants in conditions 1
and 3 above.
The four conditions here can be compared with Lemmas 1– 4 used in the proof of Theorem 1.
B Proof of Lemma 1
Let KpAq “ PpεZ P Aq. Then it is clear that there exists a constant c ą 0 such that
Kptx : }x}8 ď cε
a
logpepquq ě 1´ 1{e,
because the Gaussian concentration inequality (Lemma 3.1 of Ledoux and Talagrand (2011))
Pp}Z}8 ě medp}Z}8q ` tq ď e´t2{2,
and median of }Z}8 is upper bounded by c
a
logpepq yields,
Pp}Z}8 ě c
a
logpepq `
a
2 logpeqq ď 1
e
ñ Kptx : }x}8 ď cε
a
logpepquq ě 1´ 1{e ą 1{2.
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Now define probability measures PU pAq “ PpU P Aq, PV pAq “ PpV P Aq. We now apply Lemma 2.4
of Fang and Koike (2020a) with ǫ “ cε
a
logpepq to prove the result. Firstly, note that with ǫ “ cε
a
logpepq,
Kptx : }x}8 ď ǫuq ě 1´ 1{e ą 1{2.
Define the function
hpxq :“ 1tx ĺ ru.
We want to upper bound |PpU ĺ rq ´ PpV ĺ rq|. This is exactly the same as | ş hdpPU ´ PV q|. We now
compute γ˚ph; ǫq and τ˚ph; 2ǫq, in the notation of Lemma 2.4 of Fang and Koike (2020a). In their notation,
Mhypx; ǫq “ sup
z:}z´x}8ďǫ
hypzq “ sup
z:}z´x}8ďǫ
1ty ` z ĺ ru “ 1ty ` x ĺ r ` ǫ1u.
Similarly,
mhy px; ǫq “ inf
z:}z´x}8ďǫ
hypzq “ 1ty ` x ĺ r ´ ǫ1u.
This implies
τphy ; 2ǫq “
ż
r1ty ` x ĺ r ` ǫ1u ´ 1ty ` x ĺ r ´ ǫ1usdPV pxq
“ PpV ĺ r ´ y ` ǫ1q ´ PpV ĺ r ´ y ` ǫ1q
ď C
σmin
ǫ
a
logpepq,
for any y P Rp. This follows from Nazarov’s anti-concentration inequality (Nazarov, 2003; Chernozhukov et al.,
2017b). Therefore,
τ˚ph; 2ǫq “ sup
yPRp
τphy ; 2ǫq ď C
σmin
ǫ
a
logpepq. (17)
From the expression for Mhy px; ǫq, we writeż
Mhy px; ǫqdrpPU ´ PV q ˚Kspxq “ ErMhy pU ` εZq ´Mhy pV ` εZqs
“ PpU ` εZ ĺ r ` ǫ1q ´ PpU ` εZ ĺ r ` ǫ1q
ď sup
rPRp
|PpU ` εZ ĺ rq ´ PpV ` εZ ĺ rq|.
Similarly,
´
ż
mhy px; ǫqdrpPU ´ PV q ˚Kspxq ď sup
rPRp
|PpU ` εZ ĺ rq ´ PpV ` εZ ĺ rq|.
Therefore,
γ˚ph; ǫq “ sup
yPRd
γphy; ǫq ď sup
rPRd
|PpU ` εZ ĺ rq ´ PpV ` εZ ĺ rq|. (18)
Combining (17) and (18) yields the result.
C Proof of Lemma 2
Because ϕεps, rq “ Pps` εZ ĺ rq, we have
|PpU ` εZ ĺ rq ´ PpV ` εZ ĺ rq| “ |ErϕεpW ` U, rq ´ ϕεpW ` V, rqs|
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇż E rx∇ϕεpW ` τx, rq, xy pµU ´ µV qpdxqs
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ż
E r}∇ϕεpW ` τx, rq}1s }x}8|µU ´ µV |pdxq
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Consider the event
Apt, xq “ tr ´ t1 ĺW ` τx ĺ r ` t1u .
Note that
}∇ϕεpW ` τx, rq}1 1tApt, xqu ď sup
s,r
}∇ϕεps, rq}11tApt, xqu ď c
a
logpepq
ε
1tApt, xqu.
Furthermore, for t “ cε
a
logppnq (for some constant c),
}∇ϕεpW ` τx, rq}1 1tAcpt, xqu ď
c
εpn
.
Therefore,
|PpU ` εZ ĺ rq ´ PpV ` εZ ĺ rq| ď
ż «
c
a
logpepq
ε
PpApt, xqq ` c
εpn
ff
}x}8|µU ´ µV |pdxq.
Now, note that with t “ cε
a
logppnq,
PpApt, xqq “ Ppr ´ t1 ĺW ` τx ĺ r ` t1q
“ Ppr ´ t1 ĺW 1 ` τx ĺ r ` t1q ` sup
rPRp
|PpW ĺ rq ´ PpW 1 ĺ rq|
ď Ct
a
logpepq
σmin
` sup
rPRp
|PpW ĺ rq ´ PpW 1 ĺ rq|
“ Cε
a
logppnq logpepq
σmin
` sup
rPRp
|PpW ĺ rq ´ PpW 1 ĺ rq|.
Combining the above two displays proves (7).
The proof for (8) is almost the same, except we start with
|PpW ` U ` εZ ĺ rq ´ PpW ` V ` εZ ĺ rq| “ |ErϕεpW ` U, rq ´ ϕεpW ` V, rqs|
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇż E “@∇3pW ` τx, rq, xb3D pµU ´ µV qpdxq‰
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
ż
E
“}∇3ϕεpW ` τx, rq}1‰ }x}38|µU ´ µV |pdxq.
Now again we have
}∇3ϕεpW ` τx, rq}11tApt, xqu ď sup
s,r
}∇3ϕεps, rq}11tApt, xqu ď cplogpepqq
3{2
ε3
1tApt, xqu
}∇3ϕεpW ` τx, rq}11tAcpt, xqu ď c
ε3pn
(for t “ cεalogppnq).
Therefore,
|PpW ` U ` εZ ĺ rq ´ PpW ` V ` εZ ĺ rq| ď
ż „
cplogpepqq3{2
ε3
PpApt, xqq ` c
ε3pn

}x}38|µU ´ µV |pdxq
ď Cν3pU, V q
«
log2pepqalogppnq
ε2σmin
` 1
ε3pn
ff
` Cν3pU, V qplogpepqq
3{2
ε3
sup
rPRp
|PpW ĺ rq ´ PpW 1 ĺ rq|.
The control of PpApt, xqq here is exactly the same as in the previous case. This completes the proof of (8).
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D Proof of Lemma 3
The first one follows by writing
PpU `W ĺ rq ´ PpV `W ĺ rq “ ErPpU ĺ r ´W |W q ´ PpV ĺ r ´W |W qs ď sup
rPRp
|PpU ĺ rq ´ PpV ĺ rq|.
The second one is obvious.
E Proof of Lemma 4
Note that
PpU ` εZ ĺ rq ´ PpV ` εZ ĺ rq “ ErϕεpU, rq ´ ϕεpV, rqs.
Because ϕεp¨, rq is a thrice differentiable function and satisfies }∇3ϕεpx, rq}1 ď c log3{2pepq{ε3 (by Theorem 3
of Bentkus (1990)), the result follows. Also, see Lemma 2.3 of Fang and Koike (2020a) for a clear formulation
of Theorem 3 of Bentkus (1990).
F Proof of Lemma 5
From the definition (2) of ζ3p¨, ¨q, we have
ζ3pcU, cV q “ sup
f :}∇3fpxq}1ď1
|ErfpcUqs ´ ErfpcV qs| .
Note that the function gpxq “ fpcxq satisfies }∇3gpxq}1 “ |c|3}∇3fpxq}1. This implies that sgpxq “ fpcxq{|c|3
satisfies }∇3sgpxq}1 “ }∇3fpxq}1. Hence ζ3pcU, cV q “ |c|3ζ3pU, V q.
To prove the second inequality, it suffices to prove that ζ3pU, V q ď ν3pU, V q{6. For any function f
satisfying }∇3fpxq}1 ď 1 for all x P Rp, we have for a τ „ Up0, 1q,
ErfpUq ´ fpV qs “
ż
fpxqpPU ´ PV qpdxq
“
ż "
fp0q ` x∇fp0q, xy ` 1
2
x∇2fp0q, xb2y ` 1
2
Erp1´ τq2x∇3fpτxq, xb3ys
*
pPU ´ PV qpdxq
“
ż
1
2
Erp1 ´ τq2}∇3fpτxq}1s}x}38|PU ´ PV |pdxq
ď 1
6
ż
}x}38|PU ´ PV |pdxq.
This completes the proof.
G Proof of Theorem 2
Note that σmin “ σ for a diagonal covariance matrix and in this case σ1{3minσ2{3 “ σmin “ σ. For this reason,
it suffices to exhibit a distribution with independent coordinates to prove the result. Consider the random
vector X with distribution given by
Xpjq iid„ Np0, 1q for 1 ď j ď p´ 1,
and Xppq is independent of Xp1q, . . . , Xpp´ 1q with distribution given by
PpXppq “ 0q “ 1´ 1
γ
, and PpXppq “ ´γ1{3q “ PpXppq “ γ1{3q “ 1
2γ
.
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Note that
sup
rPRp
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇP˜ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi ĺ r
¸
´ P
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Yi ĺ r
¸ˇˇˇˇˇ ě 1
2
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇP˜ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xippq “ 0
¸
´ 0
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ě 1
2
p1 ´ 1{γqn.
In this case, we have
σmin “ σ “ γ´1{6.
Furthermore,
ν1pX,Y q ď Er}X}8 ` }Y }8s À
a
logpepq
ν3pX,Y q ď Er}X}38 ` }Y }38s ď E
„
max
1ďjďp´1
|Xpjq|3

` E “|Xppq|3 ` }Y }38‰ À plogpepqq3{2.
For the distribution specified above, with γ “ n, the distribution of the average of Xi’s is bounded away
from the Gaussian and hence we need
ν3pX,Y q?
nσ3pErXXJsq log
α2pepq ` ν1pX,Y q?
nσpErXXJsq log
α1pepq Á 1. (19)
The left hand side is upper bounded by
plogpepqq3{2`α2?
nσ3pErXXJsq `
plogpepqq1{2`α1?
nσpErXXJsq .
Because the upper bound holds for any p ě 1, it also holds for p “ 1 and in this case (19) is equivalent to
1
σ3pErXXJsq `
1
σpErXXJsq Á
?
n ô σpErXXJsq À n´1{6 “ σ1{3
min
σ2{3 “ σmin “ σ.
This completes the proof.
H Proof of Theorem 3
Consider random vectors X1, X2, . . . , Xn that are independent and identically distributed from the following
distribution: X1p1q, . . . , X1pp ´ 1q iid„ Np0, 1q and X1ppq is independent of X1pjq, 1 ď j ď p ´ 1 and is
distributed as
PpX1ppq “ 0q “ 1´ 1
γ
, PpX1ppq “ γ1{2q “ PpX1ppq “ ´γ1{2q “ 1
2γ
.
It is clear that ErXipjqs “ 0 and ErX2i pjqs “ 1 for all 1 ď j ď p. Because of the independence, it follows
that σmin “ σ “ 1. As shown in the Appendix G (the proof of Theorem 2), we have
µ
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi,
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Yi
¸
ě 1
2
p1´ 1{γqn,
which can be lower bounded by a constant independent of p, n if γ “ n for n ě 2. Observe now that
Er}Xi}38s ď E
„
max
1ďjďp´1
|Xipjq|3

` Er|Xippq|3s À plogpepqq3{2 ` γ1{2,
which is of order n1{2 if plogpepqq3 ď nσ2
max
σ4. Therefore,
C
n´1
řn
i“1 Er}Xi}38s?
nσminσ2
ď p1 ´ 1{nqn ď µ
˜
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Xi,
1?
n
nÿ
i“1
Yi
¸
.
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